Abstract A novel error-aware visual localization method is proposed that utilizes vertical planes, such as vertical building facades in urban areas as landmarks. Vertical planes, reconstructed from coplanar vertical lines, are robust high-level features if compared with point features or line features. Firstly, the error models of vertical lines and vertical planes are built, where maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is employed to estimate all vertical planes from coplanar vertical lines. Then, the closed-form representation of camera location error variance is derived. Finally, the minimum variance camera pose estimation is formulated into a convex optimization problem, and the weight for each vertical plane is obtained by solving this well-studied problem. Experiments are carried out and the results show that the proposed localization method has an accuracy of about 2 meters, at par with commercial GPS operating in open environments.
Introduction
In urban environments, GPS is challenged by the high-rise buildings that may block the satellite signal. Furthermore, localization technologies in GPS-denied areas will also be attractive in military applications as GPS can be spoofed or jammed in hostile territory. Thus, additional sensors are needed. The sophisticated sensors, such as a long distance laser range finder or multiple cameras are not suitable for the small mobile robot due to its limited size and power supply. Therefore, the needs and research for visual localization/navigation using a monocular low cost onboard camera are increasing.
High level landmarks, such as primary vertical planes, are ubiquitous in typical urban environments where rectilinear buildings dominate camera's field view. The high level landmarks have distinctive advantages over low level features such as point features and line features. Compared with low level features, the high level vertical planes (building facades) are less sensitive to different lighting conditions and shadows. Moreover, vertical planes are sensitive to robot location on the ground plane and can help improve localization. Thus, extracting such features from video frames to localize robots is much more rewarding.
Since the satellite images (such as Google maps) of urban areas are easily obtained, the 2D top-view building boundary maps can be extracted automatically or manually. It is attractive to localize the mobile robot by matching the vertical plane features to the 2D building boundary map. In ideal and simplest cases, two reconstructed vertical planes can determine the root location in the map. However, it is difficult to obtain the unique solution in real large areas where the 2D building outlines appear similar to each other. Moreover, the reconstruction errors of vertical planes will be directly propagated into localization error. Therefore, more vertical planes should be considered to increase the probability of error free solution (unique correct solution), with improved accuracy. Our visual localization method is error aware for landmark selection. The vertical planes are reconstructed from the coplanar vertical lines using an MLE method. Multiple vertical planes are utilized for unique solution. Considering the different reconstruction errors of each vertical plane, for improving the localization accuracy, we firstly model the errors of vertical lines and vertical planes. Then, we derive the closed-from representation of localization error variance. Finally, the minimum variance localization problem is formulated into a convex optimization problem. The weight for each vertical plane can be obtained by solving this well-studied problem, and then the camera location is worked out. The novelties and contributions of this paper include: (1) building of the error models for vertical planes, which has the potential to benefit a variety of applications, such as guiding the selection of visual landmarks for visual simultaneous localization and mapping(SLAM), and improving the visual localization performance for mobile robots. (2) Fusion of multiple vertical planes for optimal localizations that can improve the correctness and accuracy.
Our multiple vertical planes based localization method (MVPL) is tested with physical experiments and compared with two existing methods, GPS and another vertical plane-based visual localization method without error analysis. The results show that our method outperforms the two counterparts in accuracy, with the average localization errors of our method being 2.2 and 2.5 m at two experimental sites, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates our MVPL problem. Using the vertical plane features and a 2D top view building boundary map, we want to localize the mobile robot optimally, considering the different contributions of multiple vertical planes.
Related work
While GPS is still the most widely used sensor for outdoor localization, urban applications motivate the change towards visual localization. Visual localization [1, 2] utilizes images taken from onboard camera(s) to estimate the robot's location.
Appearance-based visual localization is a variant of the popular content-based image retrieval. The environment is represented as collections of 2D images. An image taken from the robot's current pose is compared against a database of images taken from various poses in the environment to find the best fit, using the local feature [3] or global features [4] . However, a substantial effort is required to create the image databases for appearance-based landmark recognition, where the entire environment needs to be traversed to record the geo-tagged images. It is challenged with cost, variable illumination, or a requirement to quickly deploy a localization system. To cut the cost, bag-of-words techniques [5] [6] [7] were explored for fast matching and retrieval of images, where the features are quantized into a set of visual words in advance. Due to the aforementioned problems, we are more interested in model-based methods where we use high resolution satellite map and ground view images to model the urban environments.
Our work belongs to the model-based visual localization category where point features [8, 9] , line features [10, 11] , and plane features [12, 13] are utilized for localization. We mainly focus on plane-based localization as the plane features are more robust and distinctive compared with the point or line features. Several recent work reconstructed building facades to localize the robot in urban scenes. Delmerico [12] proposed a method to determine a set of candidate planes by sampling and clustering points from stereo images, using local normal estimates to inform the planar model. This method is a point-based method. Cham et al. [13] tried to identify vertical corner edges of buildings as well as the neighboring plane normals from a single ground-view omnidirectional image to estimate the camera position from a 2D plan-view building outline map. However, this method is not robust for plane analysis due to missing vertical hypotheses. Gee et al. [14] incorporated 3D planes and lines into visual SLAM framework. Martinez et al. [15] proposed a monocular SLAM algorithm which unifies the estimation of point and planar features. These methods highlight that planes are important and robust features to be extracted in reconstruction and localization. It can be observed that the existing work only treats the plane features as isolated geometric objects, without exploring the inner relationships and error propagation models with other features. Consequently, the power of high level landmarks cannot be utilized qualitatively.
Satellite images are good tools in localization applications for their advantages that they are available for most of the world and a satellite image can be used to quickly generate the 2D map for a large region of a city. Some researchers have discussed the methods of matching ground view images to aerial images [16, 17] , but they either assume that 3D models in satellite images are available, or mainly focus on specific buildings rather than a broad search across the entire aerial image. Leung [16] utilized the line correspondences between ground view video and an aerial image for localization. They require pose filtering of a moving camera to obtain the accuracy comparable to GPS. A recent investigation [12] developed the footprint orientation (FPO) descriptor, which is computed from an omnidirectional image, to match 2D urban terrain model that is generated from aerial imagery for estimating the position and orientation of a camera. Senlet [18] combined stereo camera images, visual odometry, satellite map matching, and a sidewalk probability transfer function obtained from street maps to attain globally corrected localization results. Kummerle et al. [19] presented a novel SLAM approach that achieved global consistency by utilizing publicly accessible aerial images as priori information. Recently, Satoshi et al. [20] proposed a method that localized a presumptive self-position using the framework of the space observation model. The most attractive point of this method is the awning or cavity type building edges can be extracted by an onboard laser range scanner, and thus this method does not require extraction of the precise shape of a building from aerial photographs. In our work, a regular pinhole camera is employed. Our work is similar to these in that it utilizes 2D terrain models generated from satellite images, but has the advantages of error model with high level plane feature, which selects visual landmarks and improves localization.
Our group has worked on robot localization using building facades and satellite images for several years [21, 22] . In [21] , we proposed a two-view based multilayer feature graph (MFG) as a scene understanding and knowledge representation method for robot navigation, where we realized the importance of high level landmarks and the relationships between features. In [22] , we showed that a single pair of vertical planes can provide a minimal solution for estimating the robot's location. However, to increase the probability of getting unique correct solution with improved accuracy, we adopt multiple vertical plane pairs in this paper. 
Problem definition
Considering the robot moving in a previously unknown environment, we firstly assume:
• The robot operates in a typical urban environment with all static vertical planes detected.
• The onboard camera is previously calibrated with removal of radial distortion.
• The robot moves on a horizontal plane where the camera image planes keep vertical. Otherwise, the homography-based method [23] will be previously utilized to rotate the image planes to be vertical.
• The satellite image, which is used to generate the 2D top-view building boundary map, is up to date.
Notations and coordinate systems
In this paper, we attach a superscript to variables associated with the second view for convenience. All coordinate systems are right hand systems. The coordinate systems are shown in Figure 2 . We define • {W } is the 3D Cartesian world coordinate system (WCS).
• {C} is a 3D camera coordinate systems (CCS). Its origin locates at the camera optical center. z−axis is the camera optical axis, and y−axis points upward toward the sky.
• {I} is a 2D image coordinate systems (ICS) with its u−axis and v−axis parallel to x and y axes of the corresponding CCS, respectively.
• K is the camera calibrated intrinsic parameter matrix.
• π i is the ith 3D vertical plane in {W } reconstructed from coplanar vertical lines using the MLE method presented in [22] . We denote a vertical plane by
T , where n i denotes the 2 × 1 normal vector of π i , and d i is the plane depth.
•
T is the robot pose in {W }, where (x, z) is the robot location on x − z plane of {W }, and θ W is the intersection angle between z−axis of {C} and Z−axis of {W }.
• M is the 2D building boundary map generated from satellite image, such as Google Map.
Problem definition
With these notations defined, our problem is, Definition 1. Given M and multiple vertical planes π i 's, estimate P optimally by analyzing the error propagation model of each π i .
Error modeling and error analysis
Our previous work [22] has shown reconstruction vertical planes from coplanar vertical lines. Thus, in this paper, error modeling of vertical lines is proposed following which error analysis of vertical planes is performed.
Error modeling of vertical lines
We use the u-coordinates to represent the vertical lines in ICS since the image plane keeps vertical according to the third assumption. Here, we define
T as the homogenous coordinates of vertical line i in {I}, where u i is its u-coordinate. Let e 
where I 2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix.
With error models of vertical lines obtained, we are ready to analyze the errors of vertical planes.
Error analysis of vertical planes
Since our localization idea is the process of matching vertical planes with 2D building boundary map, we firstly project all 3D vertical planes onto a horizontal plane. A vertical plane gets reduced into a straight line from top-down view. Recall that
T is the ith vertical plane in {W }. All the vertical lines are degraded into points lying on the projected straight line . Meanwhile, the camera model degenerates into a 1D camera. For the two 1D camera views, we denote the camera parameters as
, respectively, where K 2×2 , the intrinsic parameter matrix of the 1D camera, can be directly worked out from K, R 2×2 is the camera rotation matrix, and
T is the camera translation vector between two views. According to [23] , the vertical plane induces a 1D homography, hence we have the following lemma. Lemma 1. Given the projection matrices for the two views
, and a vertical plane defined by π
T , then the 1D homography induced by the vertical plane is u ij = H i u ij with
Proof. To compute H i , we back-project a point u ij in the first view and compute the intersection point U of this ray with the vertical plane π i . The point U is then projected into the second view. T . U projects into the second view as Let us define a parameter vector that is to be estimated as Θ = [Θ
The MLE problem becomes arg min
where
. . .
The above optimization problem can be solved by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Denote the optimal estimation as [Θ * T
, Θ * T

]
T .
Due to the vertical lines are independent to Gaussian distributions, through error forward propagation approximation, we can obtain (1). Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
Minimum variance pose estimation
Orientation estimation
We define the robot orientation θ W in {W } as a weight sum of the solution from each vertical plane in (6),
with n i=1 w i = 1. Since we have known the error model of each vertical plane in {C}, the weight can be obtained as
where e θ i is the estimation error of θ C i .
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Location estimation
Estimation models and problem definition
In {W }, from top-down view, the vertical plane becomes lines. Let l i and l j be the projections of vertical planes π i and π j , respectively. Note that l i and l j are known since the 3D vertical planes have been reconstructed. Defining l 
where ⊕ denotes the intersection operation of two lines. In (9), the true values of d i and d j are unknown due to the reconstruction errors. Instead, we only know their measured valued i andd j . As a convention throughout this paper, we denote e a as the error value of the variable a, that means e a =â − a. Hence, (9) becomes
Since the depth errors of vertical planes are small, we can approximate the above error propagation process by the following linear form of function F (·) with respect to d i and d j , respectively.
are the Jacobian matrices which can be solved by algebraic method as
From Eq. (9), we know that each pair of vertical planes can provide a location. The degenerate case happens when the two vertical planes are parallel. We can easily eliminate the degenerate cases. To facilitate the discussion in this paper, we elide all the degenerate cases. There are n vertical planes totally, that can provide n(n − 1)/2 solutions with different accuracy. We want to obtain the result with the minimum error variance. Thus, the location estimation is firstly defined as a weighted sum of the solutions from each pair of vertical planes.
with
A set of w i,j needs to be computed which can lead to the minimization of localization error variance. Let us denote Σ 
subject to the constraints in (14) and (15).
Derive the estimation error variance
We firstly derive Σ p . From (11) and (14), we have
Recall that the covariance matrix of e (17), we deduce
Hence, the error metric σ 2 p can be obtained as
Formulate into a convex optimization problem
Now, to minimize the derived σ 
Experiments
The proposed MVPL method is implemented using Matlab on a Desktop PC. Images are acquired with a pre-calibrated Panasonic KX-HCM280 Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera equipped with a 18 mm lens, which ensures a horizontal field of view of 60
• . Images are down-sampled to a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels for faster computation. We manually select some key frames taken at some particular places. The two consecutive frames with obvious overlap are utilized for the reconstruction purpose. Our 2D building boundary map is generated from publicly available, high resolution satellite image from Google maps. The satellite image is processed at a resolution of about 5 pixels/meter, that allows our localization method to obtain sub-meter accuracy. Since this paper focuses on localization and not terrain mapping, we create the 2D map manually by outlining the building boundaries in satellite images. For large scale urban areas, creating a 2D map manually would be tedious. To ensure the efficiency and accuracy, we can use the autonomous method [16] for initial map generation, then modify the resulting 2D map manually to remove the false detection.
We have conducted two experiments: orientation estimation test and field localization test.
Orientation estimation test
We firstly fix the camera on the robot keeping the optical axis parallel to the horizontal ground plane.
To test the accuracy of our method, we took 5 pair of pictures in each experiment site with pan angle equalling to 0
• , and 30
• , respectively. In each experiment site, we select one vertical building facade as the reference. The direction of its normal vector is set as 'zero'. The known pan angles are viewed as the ground truth of robot orientation. Eq. (7) was utilized to compute the orientation of the camera. The average orientation estimation error is 3.9
• in our experiments.
Field localization test
In the second experiment, we have tested our method in the field including two sites on Texas A&M University campus as shown in Figure 3 , where the black lines are the pre-defined route of camera at each site. Images are taken at the boundary between the sidewalk and every 5 meters of the road approximately.
Vertical plane extraction test
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of vertical plane extraction. We sample 20 pairs of adjacent frames and manually label planes in images as ground truth. Figure 4 shows four representative frames. Lines with the same color indicate an extracted vertical plane. We can see that our method can extract all primary vertical planes. Note that these frames are the results after perspective correction that satisfy the assumption 3 of this paper. Now we show the reconstruction accuracy of vertical planes in two experimental sites. Ground truth is manually acquired with tape measurement for baseline distance and a Bosch ZLR225 laser distance. Comparison with manually measured ground truth is shown in Table 1 , where
the average depth error of all extracted vertical planes and N p is the total number of vertical planes.
Localization accuracy test
To evaluate overall performance of our method, we perform field localization accuracy test in the aforementioned two sites. The 2D building boundary map M is extracted manually. At each site, we select 10 checkpoints to compare the ground truth and estimated results. The ground truth of each check location is obtained by measuring the distances between the camera center and the surrounding vertical building facades, using a Bosch ZLR225 laser distance measurer with an accuracy of ±1.5 mm. The number of employed vertical planes in each location check point is between 4 and 8, which has been shown in Table 2 . Finally, our MVPL is applied. The accuracy of our method (MVPL) is evaluated by comparing it with a commercial GPS unit and a plane based localization method without error analysis (named "PLNoE" here in conversation) [19] . We register the real trajectory, GPS measurements, PLNoE results and our MVPL results on aerial images obtained from Google Map, as shown in Figure 5 . The mean error of the GPS is about 16 m. One of the reasons for the poor performance of GPS is due to unsatisfactory satellite reception (because of buildings).
For quantitatively verifying the accuracy, we give the localization errors of different methods in 
where N is the total number of check locations, p i andp i are the ground truth and estimated result of the ith location, respectively. Figure 7 shows the comparison ofē values for the three methods at each experimental site. The average localization errors of MVPL are 2.2 and 2.5 m at site 1 and site 2, respectively. The accuracy achieved is at par with commercial GPS operating in open environments, and is enough for location initialization or as supplementary means when GPS fails. Furthermore, the accuracy of MVPL is better than that of PLNoE, which explains the error propagation models and weighted fusing multiple plane method work.
Analysis and discussion
Error analysis
The localization error of our method can be affected by the accuracy of 2D building boundary map, the reconstruction error of vertical planes and the number and location of employed vertical planes. The 2D map is created from Google maps, which has a resolution of about 5 pixels/meter. It can provide sub-meter position accuracy. Besides, the 2D maps are error prone for the following reasons: (1) Small errors will be introduced in the manual generation process. (2) The satellite images are not true orthographic, so the perspective errors are inevitable.
From the error propagation models and the multiple vertical plane based localization process, we can find that the localization accuracy will also be affected by the numbers and the reconstruction errors of employed vertical planes. In our experiments, the number of vertical planes at each check point is between 4 and 8, as is shown in Table 2 . From the experimental results, we can see that the localization error fluctuated slightly with the number of available vertical planes.
Time efficiency
We are interested in the time taken by our localization system on a given mission. The time is determined by the number of localization runs and the time spent on each of them (15-30 s in our experiments). The number of visual localization runs depends on the number of GPS failure. Once GPS cannot localize the robot, our visual localization system starts working. The time spent on each localization depends on a number of factors, such as the number and view of the nearby buildings. The time consuming of the convex optimization problem will increase when more vertical planes are used. However, in comparison, the demand for time efficiency of our system is not so high as our method is not for real-time localization and control, but for location initialization or to be a supplementary to GPS. Our visual localization system can be utilized combined with GPS and onboard inertial sensors or wheel encoders in practice.
Uniqueness analysis
At each location, the robot captures images with different orientations using the onboard camera, and each image can be paired with that of the adjacent location to reconstruct a group of vertical planes within the field of view. Each group of vertical planes can be used to localize the robot by geometrically matching with the 2D map. However, it may lead to multiple candidate correspondences, especially when the number of vertical planes is small or there are some similar buildings in a complex area. Thus, all groups of vertical planes visible at one location are employed in our method to recover the correspondences admitting a robot location solution with highest consensus. It can significantly increase the probability of obtaining unique correct solution with more computational burden.
Discussion about obstacles
The unknown obstacles may affect the performance of our localization system. On the one hand, the obstacles, such as trees and cars, may block the lower section of the building. On the other hand, false vertical planes lying on obstacles might be detected. For the former problem, we can reconstruct the vertical building facades using the visible upper section. The reconstruction accuracy may be affected due to less features. But in most cases, the visible features is sufficient as there are usually many line features on man-made buildings. For the latter problem, our method employs the coplanar vertical lines to reconstruct vertical planes, where a RANSAC algorithm is developed to remove the outliers. There are rich vertical line features on man-made buildings, but rare on natural obstacles.
Conclusion and future work
We reported a monocular visual localization method using vertical building facades as landmarks in urban areas. We derived the robot location using multiple vertical plane pairs. To improve the accuracy, we built the error models of vertical lines and planes. By deriving the closed-from representation of camera location variance, the localization problem was formulated into a convex optimization problem which has been thoroughly studied. By solving the optimization problem, the weight for each vertical plane was obtained and then the camera location was estimated optimally. The resulting visual localization method was tested in physical experiments and compared with commercial GPS and another vertical plane-based localization method, where the results show that the proposed method in this paper is more accurate. The average localization errors of our method are 2.2 and 2.5 m at site 1 and site 2, respectively.
In the future, we would consider incorporating visual features, such as the points, lines and planes, to enhance robustness. Combining our visual localization method with GPS and IMU will be an immediate application. Extracting building ceiling structures to deal with the mismatching problem between satellite images and actual buildings could also improve the accuracy and robustness.
